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FACTSHEET DESCRIPTION
Developer: 
Andiks LTD. 
Release date: 
Summer 2017
Platforms: 
PC/Mac/Linux
Steam 
iOS, Android
Genre: Action
Website: http://andiks.com/
Contact: Twitter, Facebook, Youtube

Death Point is a hardcore singleplayer top-down stealth 
action that will test your reaction and cunning and plunge you 
into a post apocalyptic future that doesn’t forgive mistakes 
& gives no chance for the weaks to survive. It’s an adventure 
filled with excitement and emotion. Only two from your group 
have survived:  you (agent)  & she (operator). She is blocked 
somewhere at the enemy’s territory, while you woke up in a 
prison, barely alive, but determined to get revenge.

Plan you attack by using baits to successfully eliminate step 
by step various opponents (including zombies!). Hide in shelters 
to pass by without being noticed or hide from enemy fire. Use a 
gun with silencer to quietly reduce a number if enemies.

There are various tactics with using if environment. Hide 
from attacks in containers & cases. Draw guards attention 
throwing a bottle or a flash bang grenade. Use smoke bombs to 
pass unnoticed.



FEATURES
•     Competent and accurate elaboration of any location.

•     Dynamic gameplay.

•     Low PC system requirements.

•     Complete cross-platform (PC, Mac, Linux, iOS, Android). 

•     Between platform progress synchronization.  

•     Captivating storyline. 

•     Variations of mission passing.

•     Quality & stylish HD graphics on all the devices.

•     Wide range of weapons & outfits.



HISTORY
Death Point is a classic stealth-action, which not only should inspire player but also surprise him. It’s an 

adventure, filled with excitement and empathy. At first glance, you get almost traditional game, tightly staffed 
with hard levels and various tasks. Instead you are immersed in a different world, fully associating yourself with 
the main character. «Shooting targets in the maze» suddenly turns into immersive story, tangled with details, with 
purpose and meaning. Character, whom you take under his wing not in the best moment of his life, is alive, and 
helping him to get out of trouble, you and a mysterious voice in his head will solve the mystery, which turns your 
little adventure in a thriller. You’ll have to get out of the underground prison cell, walk on the streets of a strange 
city, get to a ruined cemetery and under ground again before you ascend almost to the sky. He who seeks, always 
finds, but will he be happy about it? They say storits like this are based on true events. In our case, this will be 
based of future events. 

Prepare to be amazed.
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION



ABOUT ANDIKS LTD.
Andiks LTD is an independent game development studio which was established on 13th of December 

2013 by a group of young professionals who previously worked in leading companies, such as Luxoft 1 , 
Deutsche Bank Group 2 - and Ostrovok.ru. We have a highly motivated team which has created 4 interesting 
and various projects. Our developers are qualified to build cross-platform products.



Further information about the company - on the site: 
andiks.com


